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Executive Summary 

In November 2’s daily update we wrote: “SPX2080 seems realistic. Yes, it's lower than our ideal SPX2115-2090 target, 

but those were based on less-complete data and if we get SPX2080, then we were still VERY close. BUT, please also 

note that diagonal patterns also set up for a very strong and very quick breakout to the upside once the market 

decides it has had enough. We will be looking for an up move that reaches >2115SPX for a minimal indication the 

correction is over"  

Then on November 7 we got our ideal A.I. buy signals and now on November 12 the S&P500 reached already 

SPX2180s, while the DOW (and RUT) reached new ATHs. That’s the power of the ideal A.I. buy signal! 100% accurate. 

And all happened within a week. Yes, the S&P500 cash market rallied >100p in one week: that’s the “very strong and 

very quick breakout to the upside” we were looking for. Enough for us to claim the intermediate ii of major 3 of 

Primary V bottom is in.  

Our 34-day trading interval once again was right on the money as well and market breadth indicators are now all 

pointing up. Thus as long we hold support, SPX2125, and don’t break below SPX2080, this market is pointing to at 

least SPX2350 for minor 3 and SPX2400+ for intermediate iii in 2017; and SPX2500 for major 3 and SPX 2600 for 

primary V towards the end of this decade. That’s 80p risk vs 500p reward  See below. 

 

The current micro count can have us either continue to move up to SPX2190-2200 first for minor wave 1 before we 

see a larger pullback (minor 2), or we get to see a quick wave 2 first to around SPX2140s before minor 3 takes hold. 
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Elliot Wave Update 

Well we got our very strong and very quick breakout to the upside, as forecasted already on November 2, this week. 

Hence, everything is going as planned.  No surprises, other than the futures market reaching ES2030s, but since 

futures market is not equal to the cash market (count wise) we just leave it at that. We can now count the advance 

in two ways: either minor 1 topped at SPX2182 or it will tag on one more (minute) wave v up to SPX2190-2200. We’ll 

know soon enough. Mood point in our opinion considering we see this market rise 100s of points. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly charts. All of minor 1 at SPX2182 or one more push higher to SPX2190-2200 

 

A direct drop below SPX2150 before reaching >SPX2180 means minor 2 is underway. A move first above SPX2182 

means minute v is underway. 
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Below is how we forecast the market will move over the coming years. In yellow are the major wave extensions, in 

red the intermediate waves. We can see that the (red) 200% extension of intermediate i (SPX1992->2194) from 

intermediate ii (SPX2082) targets extactly the (yellow) 161.8% extension of major 1 (SPX1810-2121) from major 2 

(SPX1992). This perfect allignment stronkgly suggest major 3 to top at around SPX2490. The other smaller waves 

should target SPX2410 for intermediate iii (overlap of 138.2% major extension (3rd of a 3rd wave) and 161.8% 

intermediate extension) and SPX2350-2375 for minor 3.  

Figure 2. Big picture count for S&P500. All Fib-extensions allign perfectly. 
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Market update 

We’ve shown enough of the daily TI chart of the S&P500 already over the past week, so lets assess the weekly chart 

from a trendline perspective. Figure 3 shows our preferred bullish count. Please see the premium member updates 

page for an even more bullish count under the “SPX big picture count” link.  

The black trend line, which we showed a few weeks ago held perfectly and it’s off to the races since (see DOW chart, 

figure 4 and RUT chart, figure y for example). As long as this black trend line holds, the trend is up. 

Figure 3. SPX weekly TI chart: trend line held. Long term trend remains up. 
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The daily DOW surged this week and has already made a new ATH strongly signaling major 3 is underway. Based on 

the overbought RSI5 we expect a (quick) pullback, like in October 2015 (green box). After that, the market will 

resume its renewed uptrend towards our price targets shown in Figure 2.  

Figure 4. DOW daily chart. New uptrend firmly confirmed with new ATH. 
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The weekly DOW chart shows price also here found support at the similar trend line as on the S&P500 and price has 

broken firmly above the (green) horizontal resistance level at $18300. All TIs are pointing up, and we see a new blue 

box at the A.I. These boxes mark when the fastest TI of the A.I. moves below 20 and reverses. Each time this 

happened since the Bull started in 2009, the DOW advanced 100s of points. Price is moving rapidly towards 19000 

where the blue trend line may provide resistance. But since it is a lesser important trend line than the black trend 

lines its resistance will likely be either short lived or minimal. A weekly-MACD buy signal above the 0 line is about to 

occur, which is also bullish. OBV keeps increasing: money keeps flowing into the market. No negative divergence 

here; no major top. 

Figure 5. DOW weekly chart: long term support held 
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To further proof our point: the RUSSELL2000 (Small caps) has been on fire this week: risk is on. Support held right 

where it had too, and since then it has been off to the races. We need to see small caps leading as it means risk is 

on. We had forecasted a low at $1150, and we got $1155. Not shabby either  .This index shows major 3 is also 

confirmed. 

Figure 6. Daily RUSSELL2000: Price found support right at $1150; now in renewed uptrend: major 3 confirmed. 
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Our easy to understand 34-day trading interval & simple trend line chart shows the market did indeed turn right at 

our November 10 turn date (+/- 3 trading days).  For the DOW this was even a day earlier. Next turn date is 

December 2, which is around the next Bradley turn date of November 26 as all turn dates are +/- 3 trading days. 

Price is now back above the blue and red trend lines, targeting the lower yellow, then the black and then the upper 

yellow trend line. 

Figure 7. November 9/10 turn date and support at SPX2075 from last week worked like a champ! 
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Market breadth 

Market breadth (McLellan Oscillator for S&P500 and NASDAQ shown) is now –and remains- positive. Note that the 

NAMO keeps increasing despite the NASDAQ lagging compared to the S&P500 and DOW: internal strength. And as 

said this week: a few big names (AAPL, AMZN, BABA, FB, GOOGL, NFLX, MSFT) have been selling off on. Once these 

catch up, the index will as well. NAMO is fast reaching its “rally will continue zone”. The positive readings mean more 

stocks are advancing then declining: indices will move up. Hence, things are clearly improving. 

Figure 8. SPX-MO and NA-MO: both back in positive territory.  
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With the positive market breadth readings of the past week, we now have a SPXSI buy signal (green vertical line); 

the prior sell signal was in August and the prior buy signal in July. Yes, it’s been a while. The NASI keeps moving up 

nicely as well and away from its extreme oversold reading. Also here things are clearly improving.  

Figure 9. SPX-SI: buy signal. NA-SI: moving up from extreme oversold levels. 
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Miscellaneous 

We haven’t shown our simple moving averages charts for a while, but not much has changed here either for the 

long-term SMAs (LT-SMA, for trend followers and investing) as it remained >90% bullish despite the recent long term 

correction. The chart is now 100% bullish: the long term bull market remains intact and this chart confirms it. 

The short term (ST-SMA, for traders to swing traders) picture deteriorated obviously over the past weeks. But, all 

SMAs are now moving back up. We expect this chart to be 100% bullish soon as well. 

Hence, these charts continue to foretell long term upside supporting our preferred Elliot Wave count.  

Figure 8. LT-SMA chart 100% bullish   ST-SMA chart 40% Bullish.    

 

 

 

 

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 

 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 
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